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9 Pluralism, violence and the
modern state
M.G. Smith

Modes of incorporation and plural societies

Most member states of the United Nations are multinational societies,
and all or most of these are plural societies. Very few member states of
the United Nations incorporate ethnically homogeneous populations
or nations (Broom, 1960). In other words, we labour under misplaced
identifications of society with nation, and nation with state.
Briefly, and in the broadest sense, by 'plural society' I refer to a
society whose members are divided into categories or groups on the
basis of such factors as language, race, ethnicity, community of
provenance or descent, religion, distinctive social institutions, or
culture. In some cases a single variable, such as race, provides the
socially institutionalised basis for such divisions. In other cases, two or
more variables together define the major lines of cleavage or division.
The term 'pluralism' applies wherever societies are culturally or
socially divided by variables of any kind, number and institutional
significance. Such divisions and units are most manifest in the society's
public domain (Smith, 1960, 1965, 1969a, 1969b, 1984).
The public domain of a society consists in all those institutions which
regulate and coordinate its collective interests and affairs. The
authoritative regulation of its relations with external units is always a
critical responsibility of the central political institutions. The public
domain of centralised polities corresponds broadly with the sphere of
state regulation, and implicitly assumes the state.
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The state is that set of structures which claims and exercises supreme
regulative rights and functions over the society of which it is the central
coordinative unit. For such a polity to win recognition as a state by
scholars and by men of practical affairs alike, it is sufficient that its
central political institutions enjoy the autonomy and authority
required to regulate legitimately all the various interests, affairs and
units which are entrusted by tradition or by the prevailing constitution
to its control. We may therefore recognise colonial states, dynastic
states, tribal states, tributary states, feudal states, city-states, and
theocracies of various kinds, as equally interesting and valid varieties
of the state.
Plural societies having been identified by deep internal divisions into
social segments or sections that are, or are felt to be, inherently
different by virtue of culture, race, ethnicity, language, religion, or by
some complex combination of these variables, I shall distinguish two
structural types, the hierarchic and segmental, while recognising a
third, more variable category, the mixed or complex, in which
hierarchic and segmental organisations are variously combined. In
hierarchic pluralities, one section of the population which is culturally
and/or racially distinct dominates and rules the rest. If the dominated
population contains two or more plural divisions they may be ranked
as superior and inferior, or equally as co-ordinates, despite their
reciprocal closure. Alternatively, the major divisions of an inclusive
plural society may hold or claim co-ordinate political and legal status,
as in the ill-fated Nigerian Federation of 1959-66. In such a case, the
plural society has a segmental structure, since its major components
are social segments that hold or claim co-ordinate statu and autonomy
within it. While normally but not always regional, such segments are
usually internally autonomous, self-regulating units.
In hierarchic pluralities the dominant cultural section, whether a
demographic minority or not, monopolises or seeks to monopolise the
societal public domain - that is, all those institutions and structures
through which the state, whether directly or indirectly, regulates the
society's public affairs. Accordingly, dominant and subordinate
sections of such societies are differentially incorporated. By contrast, in
segmentally structured pluralities, to avoid domination by others, the
constituent segments assert and retain sufficient internal autonomy to
regulate their own segmental affairs so that the societal public domain
in which they all participate is structurally and substantively consociational. Either it will be explicitly federal or confederal in form, or
implicitly and informally so, given some conventional or negotiated
bases of coalition or power-sharing (Lijphart, 1977). Incorporation of
individuals within such consociational polities is therefore indirect,
and presupposes their prior membership in one or other of these

segments. Thus, just as status pantles or c mplementarities are
essential for consociational pluralities based on the eqUIvalent or
segmental mode of incorporation, so inequalities of status at collective
and individual levels are basic to the structure of hIerarchiC pluralItIes
grounded on differential incorporation (Smith, 1969b).
.
Various writers, remarking the hierarchic ordenng of ethmc and
racial blocs in many colonial societies, have treated these as simple
instances of class organisation or social stratification, and argued that
such concepts as social and cultural pluralism are redundant and
confusing. There are several major difficulties with this view. Firstly,
many plural societies consist of co-ordinate rather. than ranked
segments, and these may share or differ in their economic base, as for
instance Cyprus, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, MalaySIa, BelgIUm,
Nigeria and Belize (formerly British Honduras). In other cases, such
as colonial and post-colonial Surinam, South Afnca, IndoneSia, and
Zimbabwe, the plural divisions are incorporated and differentiated by
complex combinations of hierarchic and segmental alignments, with
similar and different economic bases. Clearly, such compartmentaiised
social structures differ notably in form, content and cultural implication from the familiar patterns of social stratification or class
organisation. Yet if this is conceded for such segmentally structured
and complex polyglot pluralities, precisely the same pomt holds, and
for precisely the same reasons, in such hierarchiC colomal socletles as
Kenya, Uganda, Jamaica, Guyana and Grenada.
Given the central significance of modes of incorporation for the
establishment and structures of plural societies, it is clearly important
to investigate the de facto realities as well as the de jure forms of these
orders. For example, in the United States, whIle the ethnIC diVISions of
whites lack de jure status in the common public domain, locally they
often enjoy de facto validity. Conversely, while the de jure positio.n of
American negroes is that of formal equalIty WIth Amencan whites,
even today they are de facto incorporated as inferiors in the common
public domain. We must therefore always attend to the convergence or
divergence of de facto and de jure realities in studying human societies,
plural or otherwise. As Max Weber observed: 'It is always the actual
state of affairs which is decisive for sociological purposes' (Weber,
1947, p. 137).
. ..
.
We need then to recognise at least SIX dlStlOCt types of society: the
homogeneous, weakly differentiated type; the heterogeneous, differentiated society that bears a common culture; the heterogeneous
society which contains several cultural traditions and exhibits cultu:al
pluralism without corresponding social pluralIsm; and plural sOCletles
of three types, namely the segmental, hierarchiC, and mixed or
complex.
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Since many societies belonging to all of these different categories
are not incorporated as states, clearly state and society differ
fundamentally in their nature, bases, contents, relations and essential
processes as well as their structures and history. While states of
differing kind may incorporate societies of identical type, societies of
differing type may have identical forms of state.
Criteria for a typology of states

Despite their many important common characteristics, contemporary
states are a very mixed bag indeed. However, they all share preemptive claims to particular bounded parts of the earth's surface over
which they assert their 'sovereignty', and exercise administrative,
legislative and judicial authority. Though some monarchies still
survive, most contemporary states normally allocate their supreme
political offices on various non-hereditary bases and rely for their
administration on relatively impersonal bureaucracies staffed on
contract by career officials who co-ordinate the activities of elaborate
hierarchies of ministries, departments, sub-departments, regions and
parastatal bodies to ensure routine discharge of the usual state
functions, however these are defined in a given unit. State bureaucracies generally operate with minimal publicity concerning their
procedures, criteria and personnel. On behalf of their peoples, states
monopolise the conduct of external relations with one another and
with intern~tional bodies. Within their territories they monopolise the
claim to legitimacy III the use of force for offence or defence, for police
action and the like. Accordingly most contemporary states have
relatively elaborate and expensive military establishments as well as
police, prisons and security forces to ensure internal law and order as
well as defence of their interests and boundaries. In addition each has
a hierarchy of courts to administer its law.
Such expensive bureaucratic and defence establishments require an
equally elaborate budgetary process and administration; and states are
heavily preoccupied with the levying of taxes, collection of revenues,
projections and regulation of expenditures, savings and investment in
weaponry, public utilities, education and research, or in projects that
promise substantial economic returns.
While all states nowadays undertake responsibility for construction
and maintenance of public roadways, some do likewise for railroads,
water supplies, light and power, radio, telephones, television and even
newspapers, while others do not. Posts, ports, airports and water
supplies are generally established and administered directly by states
themselves or through some parastatal organisation such as a port
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authority set up to run an operation as far as possible on commercial
lines with or without seeking profit.
Contemporary states also try to regulate market activities and
relations within their borders, and may embargo external transactions.
They seek credit as necessary from one another, and from international or commercial agencies. They regulate and often sponsor
building and construction of differing kinds, research activities, town
planning, education, training, health, housing and many similar
spheres of action for their peoples.
While some states seek to control and manage the total economy of
their countries, others prefer to share such controls with private
interests in mixed economies; and yet others try not to engage in
productive or commercial activities, directly or via subsidiaries. Such
differences of scope correlate with ideological and organisational
differences between Marxist states, capitalist states, and such socialist
states as Sweden or Norway that operate mixed economies. They
clearly involve corresponding differences in the organisations of their
respective public domains.
All modern states elaborate some ideological justifications for their
existence and activities, whether these are collectivist, individualist,
theocratic, developmental or other. All contemporary states, including Marxist states, such as the Soviet Union and Poland, incorporate
stratified populations that exhibit significant differences of wealth,
prospects and social status. All contemporary states administer their
interests and populations through hierarchies of units ordered in
several levels from small local units up to the most inclusive central
directorates. Requisite degrees of co-ordination and central control of
the activities and relations of units at these differing levels pose
important problems for all contemporary states.
While noting these common features, we should not underestimate
the differences and varieties of modern states. Though most are
secular, some are theocratic; and if, following Max Weber (1963, pp.
lOOf, 135), we regard certain current secular ideologies as religions,
the theocratic category would be correspondingly extended. While
some theocracies are revolutionary, others are not; but of course not
all revolutionary states are theocratic, even in this extended sense; and
some revolutionary states are not regarded as such by others of like
persuasion. While, as noted above, some states are socialist and
identified with mixed economies, others are Marxist and identified
with totally managed and centrally directed economies, and yet others
are ideologically capitalist and committed to self-regulating market
economies. There are also many ex-colonial states, some of which
proclaim their socialist identity, but differ variously from the preceding and from one another in the political regulation of their local
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economies.
Employing criteria of wealth and development, some states incorporate industrial societies with developed economies, whether
centrally or market regulated. Others preside over economies classified as 'developing' by the World Bank, International Monetary Fund,
United Nations, etc., though realistically most of these weaker
economies are now collapsing. Yet others are identified simply as
backward or underdeveloped economies, whatever their organisations, socialist, Marxist or neither. In short, most states are poor, some
are rich, and some of middling poverty or wealth.
There are also several units that correspond to the ideal of 'nationstate', that is, where the state incorporates people of a single ethnic
stock and cultural tradition, such as Denmark, Sweden or Portugal.
However, most contemporary states, as mentioned earlier, are
polyethnic; and most of these incorporate plural societies. Implicitly
for Europeans, the conceptual opposite of the 'nation-state' was an
empire, itself the goal and projection of most major European states
during and after the sixteenth century.
While some modern states are continental in extent, or virtually so,
for instance the United States, Canada, India, China, the Soviet
Union, Brazil and Australia, others, especially those of Western
Europe, such as France, Spain, Poland, Italy, are of moderate
dimensions, and many of recent emergence are indeed minuscule, for
example, Mauritius, Grenada, Barbados, Seychelles and the like.
Evidently, size alone is no good guide to the relative homogeneity of
state populations. Continental and minuscule units are equally likely
to be plural societies; while those units of moderate size, the first crop
of nation-states to emerge from feudalism in Western Europe and
carve out foreign empires, began by forcibly incorporating such
weaker groups at home as the Basques, Bretons, Catalans, Welsh,
Scots, Irish, Flemings, Frisians and the like.
If we classify states by the basis and nature of their governments,
then, as of 1982, besides 'bourgeois democracies', we have to
distinguish the proletarian dictatorships of Marxist states; autocratic
military governments, as in Benin and Chile; patrimonial autocracies
as in Saudi Arabia, Morocco and Abu Dhabi; revolutionary and other
theocracies as in Iran, and so on. Within the broad category of
democratic states, moreover, we need to distinguish one-party from
multi-party states. Some one-party states, i.e. 'People's Democracies',
are self-proclaimed proletarian dictatorships that practice 'democratic
centralism', following Lenin and/or Mao. Others lack such prestigious
credentials but operate one-party organisations none the less, for
example Mexico or Tanzania. Yet other dictatorships, both military
and civilian, tolerate no political parties. Among multi-party states it is
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useful also to distinguish those with only two prominent parties from
others with more. At issue here is the relative stability or instability of
states as that relates to the conditions under which governmental
power is typically transferred between their competing units; but the
nature and status of these units are also of interest, whether these are
legally registered parties, other civilian groupings, or cliques within
some military or secret service, the 'party', etc. It is surely important
to distinguish power seizures effected from within by monarchs and
other rulers, by army units or by some inner party or other group that
illustrates the general pattern of palace coups, from those transfers
that proceed by free and open public elections, and others which
follow effective outbursts of collective violence, as recently in Iran,
Bolivia and Poland.
While well aware of these and other differentiae, it seems sufficient
and appropriate for us to classify contemporary and recent states on
two axes, by certain gross differences of status and structure. On the
first axis we may group these units in four categories, as metropolitan,
colonial, emergent or post-colonial, and other, this fourth residual
category being reserved for all states which are patently neither
metropolitan, emergent
i.e. recently independent - nor colonial,
as for example Australia, Peru or Romania. On the second axis it is
best to distinguish states by structure as unitary, consociational,
ambiguous, and other (see Table 9.1).
In this classification all members of a unitary state are subject to a
single central administration, as for example, Britain, Cuba, Israel,
Poland, Sri Lanka and Vietnam. The central administration may be
elected on a plurality basis or by proportional representation, or it may
acquire and hold office under other rules and conditions, free or
unfree. In the unitary state, the supreme directorate exercises power
and responsibility for the regulation of public affairs, and for relations
with other states and foreign bodies.
Consociations as conceived here differ from unitary states by their
systematic dispersal of decisive power over policy formation and/or
execution among a plurality of units, parties or other agencies within
the common state. Thus, besides federations and confederations such
as the United States, Switzerland, Canada and Australia, consociations include states with such divergent arrangements of power sharing
as Lebanon during 1943-73, Malaysia 1955-69, Cyprus 1960--3 and
Nigeria 1959-66 (Lijphan, 1977). Notably consociational regimes
generate or facilitate pressures between their constituents to uphold or
to modify the current patterns and conditions of power sharing.
On this axis, the residual category labelled 'other' caters for such
apparent anomalies as the European Economic Community, which
may later prove to be an emerging metropolitan super-state of
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consociational type; Ulster during 1921-72 whose status vis-a-vIS
Britain was highly ambiguous; or Zimbabwe-Rhodesia during the
years of its unsure transition from illegal 'Herrenvolk democracy'
based on white racism towards an independent populist democracy
based on black military achievements and majority votes. Thus units
classified as 'other' mayor may not be fully independent states, but all
are transitional.
Finally, it is useful to distinguish states of Marxist base and type such
as Yugoslavia, Cuba, China, the Soviet Union, the German Democratic Republic and Poland, from others that lack such pronounced
collectivist foundations and orientations. These collectivist states
differ significantly in their scopes as well as their organisation from the
rest of the species. They represent a quite distinct variety, however
diverse internally.
It is obvious that, as a class, contemporary metropolitan states differ
in power, status, wealth and many other important attributes from the
colonial states that some of them created and controlled until very
recently. It is equally obvious that, following their decolonisation, the
ex-colonial states differ significantly in status, initiatives and other
important features from the colonies that gave them birth, and from
the metropolitan states on which they were so often modelled. There is
also, as usual, value in the residual category labelled 'other' to include
such units as Australia, Peru and China, which, though not metropolitan, are clearly neither colonial nor recently emergent. It is
obvious that unitary and consociational structures are likely to be
found among metropolitan, emergent and other states, thus demonstrating the independence of the two classifications and their underlying criteria.
State-society relations
For heuristic purposes I shall conclude this discussion by using the
criteria and categories set out above to classify a sufficiently large set
of recent and contemporary states to enable us to assess their
appropriateness and utility. This is done in Table 9.1, which requires
some introductory remarks.
The symbols used to indicate the societal typology are: (S) for
segmental pluralities; (H) for hierarchic pluralities; (M) for mixed or
complex pluralities; and (0) for non-plural societies of any kind. In
thns classifying this set of societies I have paid special attention to their
ethnic, regional, and religious composition, and to the alignments of
their major population blocs, and have tried to avoid placements
based on minor and exceptional phenomena. To illustrate: since
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indigenous Indians and Inuits (Eskimos) in Canada today represent
less than 5 per cent of that country's population, I give priority in
summarising the Canadian society to relations between its component
French, British, other European, and non-European ethnic groups.
Likewise, since some 94 per cent of its population are Han Chinese,
China is classified as culturally and ethnically homogeneous, even
though its Zhuang, Uygur, Hui, Yi, Tibetan, Miao, Manchu, Mongol,
Korean, Bui and other minorities together exceed 50 million, which is
far larger than the population of most contemporary 'nation-states'.
Clearly I cannot expect general agreement on the societal classification in Table 9.1 since it involves subjective judgement and inference
in the absence of specific data. Neither can I expect everyone to agree
entirely with the classification of states, either as consociational,
unitary or other, on the one hand, or as metropolitan, colonial,
emergent or other on the other. The intent of the classification is thus
illustrative and exploratory rather than definitive. It makes no claim
either for clinical exactness or for sample representativeness. Indeed I
doubt if any truly representative sample of recent and/or contem- .
porary states is possible. Certainly the set of units reviewed in Table
9.1 does not provide any adequate basis for statistical generalisations
about other contemporary states or societies, or about the varieties
and distinctive properties characteristic of either of these units; but
neither are all statistically sound generalisations useful or illuminating,
nor are all useful or illuminating generalisations statistically sound. On
the other hand, comparative analysis of the units in this classified set
does illustrate the considerable value and suggestiveness of the leads
that flow from our preceding reflections on the various types of state
and society and their relations, as those varieties centre on differences
of de jure and/or de facto corporate constitutions.
Most of the units in Table 9.1 are included either because I wished
to test and demonstrate the applicability of the criteria and categories
of the classification to problematical cases, or because, however
wrongly, I felt I had some knowledge of the social and poli tical history
and organisation of the units concerned. An attempt was made in
selecting countries to strike some balance between the various continents, religious, political, and historical traditions, and levels of
economic development. None the less several entries in the Table
cannot be defended on these or other grounds since some states
appear twice and in different boxes, such as Nigeria before and after
1959; Egypt separately and during its brief honeymoon with Syria;
Jamaica, Grenada and Trinidad separately, and as unnamed members
of the defunct West Indies Federation; Malaysia and the Malay
Federation; and Zimbabwe/Rhodesia, formerly a member of the
Central African Federation. In each case such double entries reflect
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Table 9.1
Classification of states and societies
France (0)
Belgium (S)'
Metropolitan Canada (S)
Poland (0)'
Switzerland (S) Holland (S)
German DR
U.S.A. (M)'
FR Germany
(0)'
(0)
Yugoslavia (S)
USSR (M)

Colonial

Norway (0)
United
Kingdom (S)'

1953-64 (M)]
[West Indies Federation
1957-64) (M)
Surinam 1949-73 (S)'

Malaysia (S)'
Nigeria 1960- (S)'
Cyprus 1960-4 (S)'
Pakistan 1946-71 (S)'

Uganda (M)'
lamuica-1962 (H)'
Grenadu -1974 (H)'
Gold Coast (Ghana)-1957 (S)
Nigeria (1951-9) (S)
French West
Africa (M)

Cuba (0)'

Trinidad (S)'
Guyana (S)'
Mauritius (M)' Egyp' (0)'
Sri Lanka (M)' Algeria (S)'
Iran (M)'
Israel (M)'
Indonesia (M)' Iraq (1-1)'
Viet/lam (M)*

[Federation of Egyptund Syria
1958-61 (S) 1
[Mali Federation 1959-60 (S»)
India (S)'
Australia (0)
Other

Key:

EEC(S)

IMalay Federation 1948-65 (S)I

(Central African Federalion

Emergent

O.her

Unitary

Consocialional

futility of Utopianism in politics, as, for example, the two Islamic
Federations. Given the significance our classification ascribes to
differences between consociational and unitary states, it is also
important to distinguish those states which, while formally consociational operate in practice as unitary structures, for example, the Soviet
Union, India, and Mexico, by placing them directly across the line thai
divides the two categories. Such placements indicate the basic discrepancies between de facto realities and de jure formalities in these
ambiguous regimes.
Being concerned to explore relations between pluralism and the
structures of contemporary or modern states, I have restricted this
selection to states that have flourished since the end of World War II,
not all of which survive in 1982. Dates attached to a particular unit
indicate the periods to which the classification refers. Asterisks are
used to indicate states which have periodically experienced outbursts
of internal collective violence since 1945 and seem likely to do so in the
near future. Such internal upheavals are theoretically related to
conditions of social composition and structure on the one hand, and to
conditions of state organisation on the other. Since such incidents
reflect and affect the relations and access of all members to the state
structures and facilities, it seems useful to try to indicate, however
crudely, the differing incidence and risks of collective violence within
these states since World War II in order provisionally to test our
political and societal typologies and to illustrate their application and
implications.
Of 52 units in Table 9.1,6 are defunct, 5 of these being unsuccessful
attempts at federation, 3 of which were initiated by the British
government in the process of its decolonisation, while 2 were constructed by the inexperienced leaderships of Islamic states shortly after
achieving independence. The sixth defunct unit, French West Africa,
though represented loosely as a federal group, was a colonial expression of the French passion for bureaucratic centralisation. Six other
units, namely, Surinam, Uganda, Jamaica, Grenada, Gold Coast
(Ghana) and Nigeria are cited in their colonial phases which have since
passed. Thus only 40 of the 52 units in this Table figure there in their
current status and form, all entries in the colonial row having since
moved on or out of history together with the 2 well-meaning but
misconceived Islamic federations announced in the 1950s. If we
include the 6 surviving ex-colonial states, 46 of the 52 units in this
selective list are currenl[y afloat. Of these, Cyprus, Malaysia and
Pakistan have recently experienced secessions or fission, while the
Soviet Union, India, Mexico and Brazil, though formally constituted
as federations, operate effectively as unitary states, and are placed
accordingly in Ihe Table so as to indicate their ambiguity. A fifth

Chi"a (0)'
Peru (H)'
South Africa
(M)'
Brazil (0)'
Me~ico (H)

S- segment.al plural society
H - hierarchic plural society
M - mixed segmental/hierarchic plural society
0- llOt a plural society
? - unclassified

Rhodesia
1954-78
(M)'

Chile (0)'
Bolivia (H)'

l I- defunct federalton
• - prone to violence (see text)

Italicised are states of Marxist
persuasion

Across column (Mexico) - anomalies; slates that arc consociational in form but unitary in
practice.

significant changes of status and/or structure experienced by these
units. Together they show how the typology may be used to capture
and analyse changes of status, scope or structure in modern states.
To distinguish states of Marxist persuasion in Table 9.1, I have
italicised their names. Several defunct units of federal or quasi-federal
type are included, partly to illustrate retrospective uses of the present
scheme, and partly as relevant memorials of the closing decades of
European imperialism, but also to commemorate and illustrate the
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Table 9.5
Distribution of pluralities of mixed structure in Table 9.1

member of this ambiguous class, the now defunct French West Africa,
though formally federal, operated in fact as a highly centralised
unitary state. Excluding its defunct and duplicate entries, several of
the 40 states remaining in Table 9.1 are national units only by fiction,
force or faith.
Table 9.2
Distribution of states in Table 9.1
Consociations

Metropolitan
Colonial
Emergent
Other
Total

7
4
6

Consociational in Unitary Others
Form. Unitary in
States
Practice

1

1

I
I
2

5
5
12
5

18

5

27

I

Total

10

I
-

20
8

2

52

Metropolitan
Colonial
Emergent
Other
Total

Consociational in Unitary Others
Form. Unitary in
States
Practice
I

Total

5

-

2
6

-

I

I
2
3

-

-

-

10

-

13

I

6

I

21

-

7
4

-

Table 9.4
Distribution of hierarchic pluralities in Table 9.1
Consociations

Metropolitan
Colonial
Emergent
Other
Total

194

Consociational in Unitary Others
Form, Unitary in
States
Practice

Total

-

2

-

2

-

I

I
2

-

I
3

-

1

5

-

6

-

-

Metropolitan
Colonial
Emergent
Other

-

Total

3

I
2

Consociational in Unitary Others
States
Form. tJi1itary in
Practice

1

-

J
_.

I

2

6

Total

-

2
4

1

7

I

-

1

8

I

14

Table 9.6
Distribution of non-plural societies in Table 9.1

14

-

Table 9.3
Distribution of segmental pluralities in Table 9.1
Consociations

Consociations

Consociations

Consociational in Unitary Others
Form, Unitary in
States
Practice

Metropolitan
Colonial
Emergent
Other

-

-

I

Total

2

1

-

4

I

2
2

I

8

Total

-

-

-

2

-

4

-

11

5

Although the units listed in Table 9.1 are selected to illustrate and
explore various points, it is none the less useful to review briefly the
details of their distributions as set out in Tables 9.2 to 9.6. As regards
the distribution of states in this set of 52, 27 are unitary in form and
practice; 5 are consociational in form but unitary in practice; 2 are
included to illustrate anomalies; and 18 are consociations in practice, if
not so by their constitutions.
Of the 52 states listed in Table 9.1, 21 incorporated segmental
pluralities (Table 9.3), 6 incorporated hierarchic pluralities (Table
9.4), and 14 were based on plural societies of mixed constitution
(Table 9.5). Thus 41 of these 52 states incorporated plural societies, a
fact that should indicate the urgent need for adequate study of the
political implications and aspects of pluralism in contemporary states.
Of the 21 segmental pluralities, 13 are or were explicitly incorporated as consociational states, 6 as unitary states, while India,
though consociational in form, is unitary in practice, and the EEC is
anomalous. Of 18 consociational states in the set, only 2, the Federal
Republic of Germany and Australia, do not incorporate plural
societies, while 2 others, the defunct Central African and West Indian
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Federations, each combined hierarchic and segmental structures. Thus
of 18 consociational states in Table 9.1, 13 incorporated segmental
pluralities,
3 coordinated mixed pluraliti'es, and only 2 were not plural
. .
socIeties.
Of these 18 consociations, the 5 hurriedly misconceived federations
have disappeared with little regret. Three other consociational units,
namely, Cyprus, Malaysia and Pakistan, have experienced secessions;
a fourth, Canada, has recently faced a similar threat which is by no
means over; and a fifth, Nigeria, has had to fight a bitter civil war
against secession. All 5 units incorporate segmental pluralities.
Altogether this record does not inspire great confidence in the
capacities of consociational state structures to ensure order and
stability in segmental pluralities. However, of 27 unitary states in the
list, 6 incorporate segmental pluralities though 1 of these - colonial
Nigeria before 1952 - should be excluded to avoid duplication. Of the
remaining 5, Guyana and Mauritius have recently had to cope with
internal violence that reflects their plural composition. Excluding the
defunct Islamic federations and duplicate references to Malaysia and
Nigeria, of the 15 remaining segmental pluralities in Table 9.1,9 have
experienced internal violence recently and risk its resumption in the
near future.
~

Violence in plural societies

Of 14 units listed in Table 9.1 as states incorporating pluralities of
mixed or complex structure, 3, namely French West Africa, and the
Central African and West Indian Federations, were highly artificial
groupings of colonial states and have ceased to exist. To assess,
however tentatively, the incidence of internal violence in plural
societies of mixed structure, I shall therefore exclude these three
non-entities, thus leaving 11 cases of this lype in our set, namely, the
United States, Vietnam, the Soviet Union, Uganda, Indonesia, Iran,
Israel, Sri Lanka, Mauritius, Zimbabwe/Rhodesia (1954-78) and
South Africa. Excluding the Soviet Union, all of these societies have
suffered internal violence during the past two decades; and some now
continue to do so. All, with the possible exception of the United States
and the Soviet Union can be expected to experience recurrent violence
in the immediate future. Thus, on these data, societies of mixed or
more complex plural structure seem to be even more at risk of internal
collective violence than segmental pluralities.
Of 6 hierarchic pluralities in Table 9.1, namely, Jamaica, Grenada,
Iraq, Peru, Bolivia and Mexico, 5 have experienced upheavals and
violence of varying duration and intensity during the recent past, and
seem more likely than otherwise to repeat the experience in some form
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in the near future. Thus if these unrepresentative instances and
subjectively asserted classifications are accepted, it seems that
pluralities of mixed and hierarchic structures are at least as prone to
internal collective violence as segmental pluralities. Of the latter,
however, on our data those incorporated as unitary states seem a little
less at risk of internal violence than others organised as consociations.
Of the states listed in Table 9.1,11 incorporate non-plural societies.
Of these 11 non-plural societies, 5 are metropolitan, 2 emergent and 4,
namely, Australia, Brazil, China and Chile, are bracketed as 'other',
being neither metropolitan, colonial nor emergent on the criteria
employed to distinguish these categories. Of these 11 states, 2, though
clearly not plural, are organised consociationally, namely, Australia
and the Federal Republic of Germany. Excluding Brazil, the remaiI)der are all constituted as unitary states, 5 being of Marxist
persuasion, namely, Poland, Cuba, China, Vietnam and the German
Democratic Republic, while 4 others, Norway, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom, operate mixed
economies, and yet others, such as Brazil or Chile, are committed to
capitalism and market-regulating economies. Clearly the modern
state, whether unitary or consociational, is equally capable of promoting, organising and regulating economies of either kind in plural
and in non-plural societies. Notably, although Cuba and China are
pre-industrial societies, while the German Democratic Republic and
Poland are not, both pairs rely equally on Marxist ideology and models
of political organisation to regulate their economies.
Of these 11 'non-plural' societies, at least 2 non-Marxist units with
recent histories of internal violence, namely, Chile and Brazil, are
likely to experience its recurrence in the near future. A third, Poland,
has experienced over the past two years profound industrial and social
upheavals with some bloodshed. How we place the United Kingdom in
this scheme turns firstly 011 our views about Northern Ireland, which is
now clearly a segmental plural society, though formerly hierarchic.
That unit, which still occupies an anomalous political status, has for
years suffered internal violence. Secondly, racial conflicts have
occurred recently in England and are likely to recur in the near future.
To date, such outbreaks have been sporadic and sharply localised, thus
indicating the need for more precise criteria to discriminate degrees,
kinds and contexts of collective violence. Of the nOll-plural states in
this set, Cuba, China, the German Democratic Republic, Poland,
Brazil and Chile in recent times have experienced upheavals of the sort
that Marxists theorise, together with others they do not, as in China
and Poland. In contrast, conflicts already reported or expected in
pluralities of segmental, hierarchic or more complex structure seem
either to be exclusively or predominantly ethnic and racial, religious,
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or otherwise non-economic in genesis, focus and character. It so, then
only in non-plural societies, on our evidence, is it likely that class
conflicts may give rise to collective violence of the kind that Marxist
theory expects.
Of the Marxist states in Tahle 9.1, the Soviet Union and Vietnam
incorporate mixed pluralities, Yugoslavia incorporates a segmental
plurality, while, on our criteria, the German Democratic Republic,
China and Cuba incorporate non-plural societies. Yugoslavia deviates
from other Marxist states in at least two ways. First, the Yugoslav state
is set up and operated as a genuine consociation, despite its Marxist
commitment to democratic centralism under a Communist Party.
Second, in recognition of its polyethnic basis, Yugoslav ideology and
practice alike stress heavily the responsibilities of self-management by
groups of all kinds and at all levels as a basic principle of Yugoslav
socialism.
Altogether, the distribution in Table 9.1 suggests that under
capitalism and socialism alike, contexts of cultural he.terogenelty
without pluralism are more favourable for class mobilisatIOn and
coordinated collective pursuit of economic interests on a rational basis
by revolutionary or other means than contexts of ethnic, racial,
cultural and social pluralism, even when polyethnic populations are
incorporated in unitary states, as in Mauritius, Uganda, Peru, Sri
Lanka or Iraq.
Of the 21 segmental pluralities in our list, 13 were incorporated as
consociations, 6 as unitary states. Evidently the unitary model may be
employed to co-ordinate segmental pluralities effectively. Hierarchic
pluralities are the least numerous societal type in our set; and in their
pure form they fit most readily within a unitary state structure. No
example of the consociational incorporation of a hierarchic plurality
occurs in this set, including Mexico, which neatly illustrates the rule by
its conversion of a formally consociational regime into a unitary one in
practice. Complex pluralities which combine differential and segmental incorporation are also more commonly coordinated as unitary
states than as consociations.
The only extant example of a complex plurality ordered as a
consociation in our list, the United States, is presently involved in
extensive processes of structural change intended officially to eliminate its de facto differential incorporation of non-white citizens, and
may therefore at some future point change its societal type. Interestingly, the other superpower, the Soviet Union, also incorporates a
complex plurality of continental scale, but as befits a Marxist regime,
despite its elaborately consociational constitution, regulates its population by proletarian dictatorship. On this evidence it seems that the
unitary state structure is generally preferred by the dominant sections
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of complex and hierarchic pluralities for obvious reasons.
Of the 20 emergent nations in this set, only 2, Cuba and Egypt, are
not plural societies of one kind or another. The great majority of the
new states that have emerged from the colonial and semi-colonial rule
formerly imposed by Europeans owe their plural structures and
characteristics to that common though diverse formative experience.
As the distributions set out in Tables 9.2 to 9.6 illustrate, alternative
state structures, consociational and unitary, de facto as well as de jure,
are to be found in societies of all differing kinds, except that no
hierarchic pluralities in this set are ordered by consociational regimes.
To explore the possible connections of internal violence and societal
type in states of differing structure, it is first necessary to eliminate
from consideration all those improbable and short-lived units listed in
Table 9.1, namely, the Malay Federation, the Central African and
West Indies Federations, French West Africa and the two Islamic
Federations of Egypt and Syria on the one hand, Senegal and the
Soudanese Republic (the Mali Federation) on the other. With these
excisions our set consists of 46 states (see Tables 9.7 and 9.8).
Table 9.7
Distribution of Internal Violence and Order in Extant States of
Differing Status and Type
Consociations

Metropolitan
Colonial
Emergent
Other
Total

Consociational in Unitary Others
Form, Unitary in
States
Praclice

3/4"
110
410
011

011

8/5
= 13

Total

0/1

1/1

3/2
3/2
1210
5/0

-

6/8 = 14
4/2 = 6
18/0 = 18
6/2 = 8

2J2
=4

23/4
= 27

1/1
=2

34/12
= 46

-

110

-

110

" The first figure in each column is the number of units that have had internal
violence between 1945 and 1981, the second the number that have not.

Of these 46 states, by my standards 34 have suffered internal
collective violence since World War II, while 12 (Canada, Switzerland,
the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, France, Norway,
Australia, the Soviet Union, Mexico, the EEC, and the Gold Coast
and Nigeria before decolonisation) have not. Of the 13 consociations,
8 have experienced internal violence. Of 4 formally consociational but
de facto unitary regimes, 2 have done likewise. Of the two anomalies,
while the EEC has enjoyed peace and order, Zimbabwe/Rhodesia was
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Table 9.8
Distribution of Internal Violence and Order in Societies and States
of Differing Type
Consociations Consociational in Unitary Others
States
Form. Unitary in
Practice
Segmentary
pluralities

7/3*

1/0

4/2

0/1

-

0/1

5/0

-

Mixed
pluralities

1/0

0/1

8/0

I/O

Non-plural
societies

0/2

I/O

6/2

-

8/5
= 13

2/2
=4

23/4
= 27

Hierarchic
pluralities

Total

Total

12/6 = 18
5/1 =

Ion

6

= 11

7/4 = 11

1/1 34/12 = 46
=2

* The first figure in each column is the number of units with internal violence
since 1945. the second the number without internal violence since 1945.

the arena of prolonged conflict. Of27 unitary states in this set, 23 have
suffered but survived internal violence during the post-war years,
although often with abrupt changes of government and sometimes of
the regime itself.
Of these 46 states, 18 are segmentary pluralities, 10 of these being
organised consociationally and 6 as unitary states. Another 6 are
hierarchic pluralities, all operating de facto as unitary states though
one, Mexico, is formally a federation. Eleven are mixed or complex
pluralities; and of these only 1, the United States, is a genuine
consociation. Of the 11 non-plural societies in this set, 8 are incorporated de jure as unitary states while another, Brazil, operates thus in
practice though formally a consociation.
Of the 35 pluralities in this set, 8 have experienced po significant
internal violence since World War II, while 27 have experienced such
violence. Of our 6 hierarchical pluralities, only Mexico has escaped
substantial internal violence since World War II. Of 11 mixed or
complex pluralities in this list, only the Soviet Union, as far as I know,
has maintained internal order without public outbursts since World
War II. All other mixed pluralities have witnessed severe, sometimes
prolonged or periodic strife. Of the 18 segmental pluralities, 11 have
experienced internal violence since 1945.
Of the 11 non-plural societies in our set, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Australia, France and Norway have all been peaceful over

this period. Of the remaining 7, 4 have become Marxist states since
World War II, namely, Cuba, China, Poland and the German
Democratic Republic, the first 2 by independent revolutionary
struggles and programmes, and the others as outcomes of Soviet
liberation from Nazi forces during the closing phases of World War II.
In Brazil, Chile and Egypt, internal violence has differing bases. In
Brazil and Chile counter-revolutionary and pro-capitalist forces,
including the army, have played prominent roles in overthrowing
populist regimes and eradicating their leadership and active elements.
While the cases of Brazil, Chile, Cuba, China, Poland and the German
Democratic Republic all illustrate the processes of class struggle for
economic and political control that Marx expected in capitalist
societies, in several instances these struggles also occur in Marxist
states. However, these are the only 6 instances of such economically
motivated collective violence in the 34 cases under discussion. They all
occur in societies which lack plural divisions. By contrast, in Canada,
Belgium, the United Kingdom, South Africa, Israel, Peru and Bolivia,
despite their capitalist economies, the primary lines of cleavage which
have generated or threatened public violence are cultural, ethnic
and/or racial. It seems then that while class-based violence in pursuit
of rational economic and political objectives can be expected in some
non-plural societies, pluralities, whether segmental, hierarchic or
complex, tend to generate collective violence of a different kind, as
functions of tensions between their plural rather than their class
components.
Of these diverse pluralities, on our evidence, despite its explosive
potential, the segmental variety, whether organised consociationally
or as a unitary state, seems least violence-prone. The hierarchic
plurality, formally or de facto organised as a unitary state, has a higher
incidence and risk of violence. This is also the case with pluralities of
mixed structure, since they are also fundamentally based on differential incorporation. Of 17 societies in the list that share this structural
feature, namely, the six hierarchic and 11 mixed pluralities, only 2
have escaped significant internal violence since World War II, namely,
the Soviet Union and Mexico, both perhaps because of the overwhelming concentration of resources, power and organisational
capacity in their dominant sections, which are also demographically by
far the largest in both societies.
Viewed from a different perspective, of the 46 societies under
present view, those organised within consociations seem to have the
best chance of avoiding violence, despite the friction which consociational arrangements often generate, perhaps because such arrangements may be tailored to fit or adjust to changing de facto segmental
alignments and interests fairly well. Unitary states, despite their
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remarkable resilience and stamina as power structures, seem on the
evidence of this 'sample' to provide fertile fields for collective
violence, of class-based as well as plural kinds.
Conclusion

Although segmental pluralities are conducive to consociational
regimes and forms of state, and those structures probably provide the
most favourable and appropriate frameworks for such societies, they
cannot guarantee internal order or successful nation-building,
depluralisation, national integration or political development.
Similarly, although pluralities of hierarchic or mixed structure are
most appropriately incorporated as unitary states, such frameworks
are often employed by their dominant sections to frustrate policies and
programmes that might undermine their collective positions of
privilege and power. In effect, in plural societies, the unitary state
commonly serves as an effective structure for repression of trends
towards depluralisation and national integration, whether these are
hierarchic, segmental or complex at base. Such policies are equally
compatible with industrialisation and governmental promotion of
economic development, as ,South Africa, Guyana, Israel and Iran
illustrate (Blumer, 1965). So long as the dominant sections of such
pluralities enjoy favourable external relations with powerful metropolitan states and monopolise effectively the means of violence' at
home, their regimes remain beyond local challenge, as illustrated by
Israel and South Africa. However, once either or both of these
requisites ceases to hold, the regime is at risk, and with it the unity and
future of the society it regulates.
Though primarily heuristic, given the arbitrary collection of states
on which they are based, these 'conclusions' are sufficiently significant
and interesting to indicate the value of our approach to such problems
of state and society, and to warrant further work along these lines.
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